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Save Our Forest
Forset Resourse
Management

Grade 5 and 6

As stewards of the envoirment
together we can save the forest.
Another way we can save our forest
is don’t waste too much paper.Don’t
cut down all the trees because
there
are animals who think trees are
their home.
For thousands of years,
humans have played an inportant
role
in the global deforsetation and
increasing. Over time empires have
cut down forests for their own use.
Most of those forests never grew
back like in Great Britain, the
Middle East,and in the
Mediterranean. Canadians highly
value their forests and water. Less
then 8% of Canada’s forests are
protected by the government.
In Nova Scotia, there are no
more forest landscape due to
clearcutting.
Over 60% of re-grown
forests have limitations. Canada
has 30% of the world’s boreal
forests and 10% of the world’s
total
forests. Canada is one of the
countries which is regrowing its
forests. Over 2,445,700 square
kilometers are preventd from
logging. Majority of these trees
are in protected reserves.
The main protected areas are
rockey mountain national parks such
as:Banff,jasper,and waterton. And
boreal forest national parks such
as, wood buffalo park.
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Forestry is one of canadas
biggest resources . In 1995 the
logging industry employed 369,000
people.From logging our wild life
can be infulanced by, stream flow,
soil eroison,sedimentation.
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Paper Consumption at School-One
induvidual Frequency chart

Items

quantity

Home

||||||||| 9

School |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 30

plain
paper

After we did an analyisis of
how much paper we used in one week
we timesed it by 52 weeks. Acording
to our calculations in over one
year
together we would use over 3900
peices of paper. Then we kinda
thought about it .What about in our
community because if two people
just
used 3900 peices of paper in a year
what a bout a city ,country,or the
whole world.
So if there were 185000
people just in richmond ,just think
of the paper we would use. And also
think of how many trees we would
cut
down just for paper. That would be
to many to count.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||35
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conclusion
Recommendations
Together we can all save the
forests. Because of careless people
our forests are getting wasted and
our animals homes are getting
destroyed . We can all save our
forests by recycling paper and try
to stop using to much paper. Around
the world people are trying to save
our forests and wildlife but nobody
cares so we should actually care
about the forests because if we
dont
care we will hav no forests to
protect. And if there are no
forests
there are no new houses and paper.
so as a society we should all give
support to our forests and recycle
the paper we use.
In stead of using paper for
every thing think about computers
.computers can save our forests
because they only use paper when
you
print, so you dont need to throw
out
all the paper for rough drafts and
more . So think about it if you use
computers its easier and at the
same
time your saving the forests.
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we Recremend you:
think locally
act globaly
dont waste paper
care for the forests

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
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